Celebrating ASSOCHAM
Gujarat Annual Foundation Day

Highlights

“Diplomats’ Nite”
Networking Evening with Diplomats & Corporate

&

“Leadership Awards”
ASSOCHAM Gujarat Business Excellence Award

Theme: “Vision Gujarat: Partnering for Sustainable Growth”

June 24th, 2016
Hotel Hyatt, Nr. Vastrapur Lake,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat

THE ASSOCIATED CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY OF INDIA
“Diplomats’ Nite”

Networking Evening with Diplomats & Corporate

As you are aware, Gujarat today, has presence of several high profile Overseas Diplomatic representations. With the support of these diplomatic missions, Gujarat has been pursuing its investment and economic engagement successfully. Gujarat is recognized as one of the most strategic state in the country and a potential trade and investment hotspot, thanks to all the “Diplomats” with whose support it has been possible.

Therefore ASSOCHAM Gujarat has planned to organize ‘DIPLOMAT’S NITE’ on the occasion of ASSOCHAM Gujarat Annual Foundation Day, the 24th June 2016 at Hotel Hyatt, Ahmedabad as an exclusive platform for thanking the Overseas Diplomatic Missions. It would also serve as a unique event for meeting the key Embassy officials and getting an opportunity to interact with them in addition to meeting the who’s who of Gujarat - Government of Gujarat bureaucrats, Captains of Gujarat Industry; and other prominent dignitaries, amongst others.

“Leadership Awards”

ASSOCHAM Gujarat Business Excellence Award

In order to recognise and felicitate industries and individuals for their excellence in the overall development of the State of Gujarat, ASSOCHAM is proud to announce the Awards Nite ASSOCHAM Gujarat Business Excellence Award on the occasion of ASSOCHAM Gujarat Annual Foundation Day to be held in Ahmedabad on June 24th, 2016.

The event will aim at providing a common platform to key industries, and entrepreneurs to deliberate on Vision Gujarat meticulously. Participants, like leading manufactures, researchers, innovators, developers, operators, service providers, regulatory authorities, policymakers and investors, etc will be provided a common platform to come together and confer the present and future of the State along with challenges and opportunities in the wider context of its place in the larger Indian and global scenario.

The dazzling function will honor and acknowledge the contributions made by individuals and industry to Gujarat. The festivity event, which will pay tribute and recognise the triumphs of the awardees, will be graced by stalwarts from the industry across the State.

ASSOCHAM also felicitate the key departments of Gujarat Government as well as state chamber & associations for their professionalism, commitment for the Development of Glorious Gujarat on the occasion of ASSOCHAM Gujarat Annual Foundation Day.

These awards will be instituted to acknowledge and motivate individuals and organizations working in private & public sectors wherein efforts will be recognized and appreciated to bring out the best of the innovations, performance, achievements and excellence.
Methodology of the Evaluation process

Step 1: Questionnaire/Entries scrutiny by an independent Agency with understanding and experience of evaluating Business parameters and Financial Statements.

Step 2: On the basis of evaluation, short listing of companies – 2 in each category (Gold & Silver)

Step 3: Discussions with the Top Management

Step 4: Field Visits, if required, for further evaluation.

Step 5: Reporting of the shortlisted companies with full details/as per marks and evaluation

Step 6: Jury discussion on short listed companies in presence of Evaluation Partner, ASSOCHAM Officials and regulatory check partner to participate. In case of further clarification/information Sought by Jury, be submitted.

Step 7: Final Jury meeting to decide awards and awarded in ASSOCHAM Gujarat Annual Foundation Day. This will be followed by a Gala Event on Diplomats’ Nite

Evaluation Partners

Sectors of Excellence

The awards will be given under the following Sectors:

1. Banking & Financial Services (BFS)
2. Information & Technology
3. Automobiles
4. Chemicals & Petrochemicals
5. Gems and Jewellery
6. Pharmaceuticals & Healthcare
7. Textiles
8. Real Estate
9. Innovation
10. Tourism & Hospitality
11. Education (Knowledge)
12. Agro-Food Processing – Beverages & Allied sector
13. Energy and Petrochemicals
14. Shipping & Logistics
15. Corporate Social Responsibility
16. Cyber Security
17. Cosmetic
18. Other Sectors

ASSOCHAM Gujarat Business Excellence Award is a way to recognize to reward and celebrate models of inclusive growth and sustainable development as well as innovative approaches to creating value for society and business together. The awards seek to identify and honor companies as well as provide role models of best practices for other companies.
ASSOCHAM Profile

ASSOCHAM acknowledged as Knowledge Chamber of India has emerged as a forceful, pro-active, effective and forward looking institution playing its role as a catalyst between the Government and Industry. ASSOCHAM established in 1920 has been successful in influencing the Government in shaping India's economic, trade, fiscal and social policies which will be of benefit to the trade and industry.

ASSOCHAM renders its services to over 3,50,000 members which includes multinational companies, India's top corporate, medium and small scale units and Associations presenting all the sectors of Industry. ASSOCHAM is also known as a Chamber of Chambers representing the interest of more than 350 Chambers & Trade Associations from all over India encompassing all sectors.

With an avowed objective of exploring new opportunities every day, ASSOCHAM has truly emerged as the voice of Indian Business. Having firmly established itself as the most important apex organization of business community at the national and international level, ASSOCHAM is spreading its wings reaching out at the Regional/State level so as to focus more at the micro level. Therefore, ASSOCHAM has opened its first Regional Office-Gujarat Chapter Office at Ahmedabad on June 2009 to cater to industrial needs of this part of the country.

Logo Support from Esteemed Members

For Further details please contact

Nakul Lakhe : Regional Head
M : +91 90999 93460
E : nakul.prakash@assocham.com

Murali Pai : Assistant Director
+ 91 90999 93461
assocham.ahd3@assocham.com
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